
EFFICIENTLY SCAN AND DISTRIBUTE 
LARGE FILES WITHOUT SIZE LIMITATIONS

In today’s increasingly fast-paced business environment, factors such as mobility, 
cost savings, and the need for faster turnaround times have resulted in many 
businesses using digital solutions as the preferred method for sending documents 
to customers and co-workers. The e-mail size restrictions of many servers, however, 
has made sending large files difficult, requiring complicated and time-consuming 
ways to get them to their destination. Kyocera offers a simple solution to transform 
large hardcopy documents into digital files that can be sent quickly and easily, 
regardless of file size, using your existing Kyocera MFP.

Kyocera’s AccuSender™ capture and distribution business application is a secure 
and reliable way to e-mail scanned documents of any size to multiple destinations. 
Utilizing either the file split function or the YouSendIt™ component, a leading third 
party provider of file transfer and collaboration services, and working directly from 
your existing Kyocera MFP, you simply scan your file, enter the destination(s), select 
e-mail and delivery options, and send your document. Recipients will receive an e-mail 
link to the file, which they can then download with a single click. With AccuSender, 
the process of sending large PDF files is seamless and secure. Take advantage of 
presets including cover page, delivery confirmation, setting of expiration dates on 
sent files, and file protection for added security. AccuSender, combined with  
YouSendIt, brings another level of versatility to your Kyocera MFP, while helping  
to maximize workflow efficiency across your business.

 

KYOCERA’s AccuSender is a 
simple, secure way to send large 
scanned documents to multiple 
destinations via e-mail from 
select Kyocera MFPs.

 WITH KYOCERA ACCUSENDER, 
 SENDING LARGE FILES 
 IS FAST AND EASY!

1. Enter recipient(s) information from address 
 book or via manual entry
2. Configure your sending preferences on the 
 MFP’s control panel
3. Scan and send your documents

It’s that simple!

KYOCERA ACCUSENDER

Multiple delivery option for users, based on preference

Users can choose between Barcode Sheets for automatic 
routing or simply enter the recipient’s e-mail or fax destination
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COMPATIBILITY
AccuSender is compatible with:
•	 TASKalfa/CS	7550ci/6550ci/5550ci/4550ci/3550ci/3050ci/2550ci	 
 Color MFPs 
•		 TASKalfa/CS	8000i/6500i/5500i/4500i/3500i	Black	and	White	MFPs	 
•	 ECOSYS	FS-C8525MFP/C8520MFP/	FS-6530MFP/6525MFP
•	 ECOSYS	FS-3640MFP/3540MFP/C2626MFP/C2526MFP

System Requirements
•	 Supported	file	format	for	print	and	scan:	PDF
•	 Resolution:	200dpi,	300dpi,	400dpi
•	 Supported	Languages:	English
•	 A	valid	YouSendIt	account	per	user	is	required	to	use	this	function	of	AccuSender.		 	
 Users can sign up for a YouSendIt account of their choice at www.yousendit.com

THE BENEFITS OF KYOCERA ACCUSENDER 

The AccuSender business application allows users to take advantage of the  
capabilities of Kyocera HyPAS-enabled MFPs to scan and e-mail large files,  
eliminating concerns over their server’s file size limitations.

•	 Scan	and	e-mail	large	documents	without	restrictive	e-mail	server	size	limitations
•	 Password	protect	files	to	ensure	document	security	and	compliance
•	 Barcode	routing	sheets	allow	sending	to	multiple	destinations	quickly	in	one	batch
•	 Document	stamping	-	including	Bates	stamping	-	addresses	compliance	requirements
•	 Send	option	allows	you	to	choose	between	an	LDAP	lookup,	recent	e-mail,	
 fax destinations or send to self
•	 Delivery	confirmation	via	e-mail	ensures	receipt	of	scanned	document
•	 Conveniently	add	cover	pages	at	the	control	panel
•	 Utilize	existing	corporate	or	individual	YouSendIt	accounts,	whether	Lite,	Pro	or	Pro	Plus
•	 Protect	critical	information	through	document	retention,	storage	and	
 destruction scheduling

Kyocera’s HyPAS (Hybrid Platform for 
Advanced Solutions) is a powerful and 
scalable software solution platform. 
Through direct enhancement of the MFP’s 
core capabilities, to the integration with  
widely accepted software applications, 
HyPAS will enhance your specific 
document imaging needs, resulting in 
improved information sharing, resource 
optimization and document workflows.

To mitigate risk and ensure compliance, AccuSender offers multiple 
standard document security options

AccuSender’s preset options provide users with a quick and efficient 
way to apply document delivery settings prior to transmission


